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About This Content

Downloadable content that includes a weapon plus one custom part.

This handgun was originally based on the custom M92F "Samurai Edge" that Jill used during her time in S.T.A.R.S., but it has
since been changed to the M9A1 and refined to match modern tastes.
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Title: Resident Evil: Revelations Jill's Samurai Edge + Custom Part: "S.T.A.R.S."
Genre: Action, Adventure
Developer:
Capcom
Publisher:
Capcom
Franchise:
Resident Evil
Release Date: 18 Jun, 2013

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS:Windows® XP
Processor:Intel® Core™ 2 Duo 2.4Ghz or better, AMD Athlon™ X2 2.8 Ghz or better
Memory:2 GB RAM
Graphics:NVIDIA® GeForce® 8800GTS or better, ATI Radeon™ HD3850 or better
DirectX®:9.0c
Hard Drive:8.4 GB HD space
Sound:DirectSound supported with DirectX9.0c or better
Other Requirements:Broadband Internet connection

English,German,French,Italian,Russian,Japanese,Portuguese,Polish,Dutch
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I finally beat this game after being defeated as a kid.

It still controls like absolute ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥ and feels like it was developed by someone who was having a hell of a bad day.

I recommend wholeheartedly.
. Darrel and Xanthe do an amazing job bringing life to the characters. Whoever directed this, great job!!! Got this on PS4 and
again on Steam cause why not I ain't got no VITA but my laptop is portable.. 5\u20ac for 1 track? Really? That's pathetic.. dont
give your self game range!!!...just finished this dam game and its frustratingly hard...door after door you get so lost, the few
puzzles are fine and some references to old school games were fun, but the controls!!! and the lack of camera control!!!! trying
to work out depth perception to jump and move things terrible!!!. Little vandal, little beast, The Maw will punish you at the
feast.. For years I have stared out of my office window down to the loading bay and watched in awe as the fork truck drivers
piloted their elegant steeds with accuracy and grace. My empty heart would look back to the stack of papers of my desk and
hold back the tears that want to wash away my pain.

But now, I CAN be the driver. I CAN move that pallets back and forth.
This game saved my life.. Jan '16: Devs are putting in more work ++rep

There's not much competition in the junk-shooting genre - maybe What's Under Your Blanket - so if you've seen a few seconds
of gameplay you'll know if this suits you and whomever is on your couch, or not.. Played 30 hours, but now fails to even start,
even after a day of googling and fixing attempts.

The new characters aren't much to be excited about either, two of them are OP, so the game turns into a snorefest.. I really like
this game. There's a bit more work to do, but it's coming along really well. Frequently updated, new stuff just shows up, and I'm
amazed at the developers' insight to what Tower Defense not only "should" be, but COULD be. You get to defend your OWN
HOUSE! Or Disneyland, or whever the GPS points you to on earth. Very cool idea here. Looking forward to future updates!
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Another crap console port for a PC platform.....

I thought STEAM, was supposed to be for PC ?. I've only played for half an hour so far but i've enjoyed what i've seen so far.
Nice graphics, well animated and colourful it kind of reminds me of Mutant Mudds in a way. The platforming feels precise and
controls are as responsive as they should be. For such a cheap game I can tell its worth the purchase.. At first I made a pretty
angry review on the game, but it's not THAT ♥♥♥♥♥♥ actually.

The concept is simple: you're in a job interview but progressively things get more and more ♥♥♥♥ed up until a final plot twist
is reached.

Gameplay consists of walking and making choices (if I remember correctly, always based on 2 options)

It's obvious psychological horror, no monster to hide from, no real shower of gore, but a disturbing unsettling ambience.

But I don't recommend it because it's horribly short, for that length it's not worth the price. (10 minutes playthrough if you're the
observative/slow kind of player) and no replay value. at all.

At that price I'd have no shame going to youtube watch a full playthrough and just see what's in it.

Sad though, I think there was a good potential here.. please don't buy this game

it doesn't seem to have an end and the minigames have no instructions and the music doesn't loop right and uGH. This game is a
lot of fun! I really like the combat system. Being able to move with the left stick and aim\/shoot with the right is really, really
nice. The combo system is a nice extra touch, too. The bosses are tough at first, but once you figure out how to beat them they're
no problem, which is really satisfying. Looks great to boot.

Definitely an upgrade over the original. More levels, even more awesome music, better presentation, and a new character all
make it very worth it to upgrade to this version over the original (for cheap, might I add!).. Great game and very fun! I
definitely recommend this game.. Can't set even the most basic controls in the options, left and right mouse buttons aren't even
available to be chosen. Uninstalled immediately, not worth even trying to play.. i love it is easy to use intuitive and reduce time
in the animation pipeline.
easy to create diferent characters animations with character map.
easy to create bones and join with the sprites.
easy to export the projects.
constantly updates.
constantly repair bugs and errors.
have a great list of tutoriales and examples with the software.
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